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Getting your feet wet After downloading and installing Photoshop, create a new document to experiment. Try some of the
following guidelines to get yourself going: * **Create some simple layers:** You can start with a background layer. Use the
Rectangular Marquee tool to select a square on your background and drag it up or down to create a new layer. Click the New
Layer icon to create a new layer. Then go ahead and make some effects on that layer. Try some of the effects that are available
in the Effects panel, shown in Figure 9-1. * **Enhance your photo:** The Photoshop toolbox contains several tools that you
can apply to your photos, such as ones for making changes to the brightness or color of the photo. You can make a new layer
and apply a filter to the layer. You can also enhance the detail of an image using tools that let you push and pull out the details.
Figure 9-2 shows the Enhance Details tool, available in the Layers palette. This tool lets you drag the curve upward and
downward and makes the image darker or lighter. You can also apply one of the other filters from the Effects panel. FIGURE
9-1: Click the Adjustment icon to access the Effects panel. The toolbox also contains some useful tools for cleaning up your
photos. Use the Spot Healing Brush to remove blemishes from an image.
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Photoshop Elements users can open a file and make quick changes, save images in a standard format, and even apply special
effects and filters. They can also make adjustments to images, rotate, crop and straighten photos, lighten and darken color,
adjust brightness, contrast and exposure, and remove red-eye and blemishes. According to Adobe, Photoshop Elements is a
"photo editing & creative suite" that has the ability to "do it all". The program lets you quickly change and enhance photos,
draw text and graphics, save photos in formats like JPEG and PDF, edit the metadata in a photo, and much more. Photoshop
Elements can do anything you can do in professional version: Edit images, rotate, crop and straighten Adjust brightness,
contrast and exposure Apply special effects, filters Make adjustments to hue, saturation and vibrance Remove red-eye and
blemishes Use powerful tools to match eyes, teeth, skin and hair Use special characters like text and stickers Create new images
with over 5000 editable effects Adjust text and add backgrounds Share images with family and friends Retouch and make
retouch tools Load, resize, save and print images Use tools to make drawings and combine them with photos Add or remove
text from photos Add stickers and text Use tools to make collages Lighten or darken colors, adjust levels and work on curves
Filter photos Work with multiple images Annotate and create layers Adjust image brightness Choose from 15 image templates
Draw your first text and make interactive graphics Use thousands of creative filters Re-size or crop photos and drawings Create
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and edit Flash movies Add music and effects to videos Organize and edit files and folders Efficient tools for clipping, painting,
and cloning Import and edit photos and videos with Adobe Photoshop Elements 6 Photoshop Elements helps you edit photos by
allowing you to import and edit images. To import your images, you can choose to upload from a local computer folder, a web
browser, and a disk. You can also drag and drop photos from a folder on your hard drive. You can also import a photo from a
webcam or another photo-editing software on the computer, as long as it’s in one of these formats: � a681f4349e
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Group Frequently Asked Questions Who is a Member of the DFCCS? Members of the DFCCS are individuals working in the
hospitality, food and beverage, and tourism industries. We are professionals in that industry and work with the goal of
representing the sector and providing our members with the best service possible. What does the DFCCS do? We have a
number of projects. One of these is the Tourism Industry Training and Development Plan. Working with tourism industry
professionals, we develop sector specific, results based training plans to better prepare our members for the future. How many
members does the DFCCS have? The DFCCS currently has more than 50 members. How can I get involved? You can become
a member of the DFCCS by subscribing to our newsletter. Be sure to sign up to get information about upcoming workshops,
programs, special events, and more. Click here to subscribe. If you’re looking for more, we have opportunities for members in
volunteering at our events and for general support of the activities of the DFCCS. | 2013-10-22T20:53:29Z | | 76 |
2016-12-29T10:14:57Z | | 77 | 2016-12-29T10:14:57Z | | 78 | 2016-12-29T10:14:57Z
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Management of primary rectal glandular malignancies. The management of malignant transformation of the rectum remains a
formidable task for the physician, who must balance the risk of local recurrence of the tumor, the morbidity of any surgical
procedure, and the patient's quality of life. In patients with T1 adenocarcinoma, particularly high-risk, prognostic factors that
include involvement of the rectal muscularis propria or perirectal adipose tissue, lymph node involvement, the presence of
tumor at the dentate line, and infiltration of the seminal vesicle, the mesorectum, the ureter, or major pelvic venous structures
should guide treatment decisions. Tumor size, which is believed to reflect the aggressiveness of the neoplastic process, can only
be estimated by digital rectal examination and transrectal ultrasound examination. Several prognostic classification systems
have been proposed that identify patients for whom total mesorectal excision with autonomic nerve preservation may be the
treatment of choice. This paper describes the role of surgical resection in the management of primary rectal adenocarcinoma.
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